Panel Cradle

The boom lift panel cradle package allows an operator to lift panels up to 250 lbs. outside the existing guard rails of the boom platform. It includes two cradles with hardware, two high density pads, and a load retaining strap. The cradles can be mounted on the end of the platform or on the side, increasing productivity. The two high density pads can also be placed in any position on the rails to protect the panel.

Application
Assists in installing materials such as: windows, panels, drywall.

Maximum Capacity Rating
250 lbs. (boom); 160 lbs. (scissor)
Panel cradle option is available on select scissor models. Contact Genie parts for more information.

Part Number
77683-S available on all S™ and Z™ boom lifts except Z-40
1251827 available for GS™-2046 and GS-2646*

*Parts differ from boom panel cradle

Pipe Cradle

Designed, tested and approved by Genie, pipe cradles reduce the risk of fatigue by providing a secure way to lift pipes when working from a scissor lift or even an S or Z boom lift. Genie pipe cradles deliver stability and rigidity with a robust design which transfers the load away from the guard rails and onto the platform deck. The pipe cradle assembly mounts easily to the platform guardrails with U-bolts and rests on the floor of the platform when installed.

Application
Assists in installing materials such as: Pipes, sprinkler systems, plumbing.

Maximum Capacity Rating
200 lbs.

Part Number
85300 available on all S and Z boom lifts*
72878 (available on GS-2046, GS-2646, GS-3246)
131626 (available on GS-2668, GS-3368, GS-4068)
131627 (available on GS-3384, GS-3390, GS-4390, GS-5390)

*Must order 2 per machine

Swing Gate

The swing gate replaces the standard sliding mid-rail for walk-in access to the platform. This allows for easy entry and exit when wearing a tool belt, carrying a tool box, or loading materials into the platform.

Application
Helps people enter into the platform and bring materials with them more efficiently.

Part Number
119950 available on all boom lifts

Tool Tray

This easily installed tool tray is designed to help eliminate clutter and potential tripping hazards by providing operators and workers with a convenient place to store their tools, fasteners and small materials in the platform.

Application
To hold tools needed for the job including: screws, bolts, and cleaning supplies.

Part Number
9599-S available on all S and Z boom lifts
NEW Fall Arrest Bar
The Genie Fall arrest bar accessory for ANSI and CSA boom lifts is an exciting addition to any fleet. The fall arrest bar is available for either 6 ft. or 8 ft. platforms and quickly attaches on nearly all Genie booms. The accessory allows a user to exit the platform and work comfortably outside of the platform with a 6 ft. shock absorbing lanyard.

**Application**
Allows a user to exit the platform and work comfortably at height.

**Part Number**
- 1256377 8ft. word decal
- 1256378 6ft word decal
- 1261018 8ft. French decal
- 1261019 6ft. French decal

*Cannot be used on a tri-entry or swing gate platform or with a panel cradle

NEW Operator Protective Alarm (OPA)
The Genie OPA system is designed to alert ground personnel when an operator makes contact with the platform control panel by interrupting boom movement, sounding an alarm and causing a light to flash. The system is designed to be as unobtrusive as possible to operators, featuring a pressure sensitive horizontal bar that is fitted at around waist height below the boom lift’s control panel. The OPA system interrupts all boom functions when excessive pressure is applied to the sensing bar. The system also features a reset button that can be pressed if the system is inadvertently activated.

**Application**
Provides secondary operator protection in work near overhead obstacles.

**Part Number**
- P/N 1255096 – ALC 500 works on all 2003 and newer S-40/45, S-60/65, S-80/85, Z-45/25IC, Z-60 machines
- P/N 1255564 – ALC 1000 works on all S-100/105/120/125, Z-80, Z-135, ZK-135, SX-180
- P/N 1255563 – Z-45 DC
- P/N 1255565 – Z-34
- P/N 1255566 – Z-30N & Z-34N

**NEW Operator Protective Structure (OPS)**
The Genie OPS is an optional device for installation on an S or Z boom lift and provides secondary protection for operators in the event of contact with an overhead obstacle in certain applications. The Genie OPS features a tubular steel structure designed to transfer the kinetic energy into surrounding structures while maintaining a protected area for the operator. The device can be attached to boom lifts with 6 ft. to 8 ft. platforms and allows for excellent visibility. It weighs 36 lbs. and is bolted directly on the boom lift’s platform; no modifications are needed.

**Application**
Provides secondary operator protection in work near overhead obstacles.

**Part Number**
- 219158

**Man Lift SHU**
The Man Lift SHU allows users to increase working height, adding an additional 20° of vertical reach. It can be used with the rails up or lowered along with the fall protection system. The SHU is OSHA compliant permitting access to narrow spaces such as: ceiling grids and joists.

**Application**
Provides access to small overhead spaces, for example ceiling grids and joists.

**Part Number**
- P/N 1261249 fits to 2004 and newer 30° and 46° wide scissor lifts